Global Environmental Justice Journal

We seek to recruit students to help produce The Student Edited Peer Reviewed Journal, Global Environmental Justice.

We will fill about 5-10 positions each quarter, for posts of:
- Principal Editor
- Associate Editor
- Reviews Editor
- News and Interviews Editor and Design Editor

These posts reflect a wide variety of skill sets, and you will get much more actual training than in most outside agency internships.

The actual work involves reviewing and editing student papers stemming from research conducted in classes; commissioning book reviews; and collecting and curating important news related to global environmental justice. There are also opportunities for students interested in the production aspect of the journal, including design.

Supervisor/Sponsor
Ravi Rajan.

Contact:
srrajan@ucsc.edu
(831)459-4158

This is a very exciting prospect for those wishing to advance their careers in academia, journalism, and beyond.